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Introduction: A standardized abstraction form and procedure was developed to provide consistency,
reduce bias, and improve validity and reliability in the Guide to Community Preventive Services:
Systematic Reviews and Evidence-Based Recommendations (the Guide).
Data
The content of the abstraction form was based on methodologies used in other systematic
Collection
reviews; reporting standards established by major health and social science journals; the
Instrument: evaluation, statistical and meta-analytic literature; expert opinion and review; and pilottesting. The form is used to classify and describe key characteristics of the intervention and
evaluation (26 questions) and assess the quality of the study’s execution (23 questions).
Study procedures and results are collected and specific threats to the validity of the study
are assessed across six categories (intervention and study descriptions, sampling, measurement, analysis, interpretation of results and other execution issues).
Data
Each study is abstracted by two independent reviewers and reconciled by the chapter
Collection
development team. Reviewers are trained and provided with feedback.
Procedures:
Discussion: What to abstract and how to summarize the data are discretionary choices that influence
conclusions drawn on the quality of execution of the study and its effectiveness. The form
balances flexibility for the evaluation of papers with different study designs and intervention types with the need to ask specific questions to maximize validity and reliability. It
provides a structured format that researchers and others can use to review the content and
quality of papers, conduct systematic reviews, or develop manuscripts. A systematic
approach to developing and evaluating manuscripts will help to promote overall improvement of the scientific literature.
Medical Subject Headings (MeSH): data abstraction, evaluation, study design, study quality
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Introduction

T

he independent, non-federal Task Force on
Community Preventive Services (the Task
Force) will make recommendations about
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health promotion and disease prevention interventions
in the Guide to Community Preventive Services: Systematic
Reviews and Evidence-Based Methods (the Guide).1 These
recommendations will be based on systematic reviews of
the evidence of effectiveness, other positive and negative effects of the interventions, applicability of the
effectiveness information, economic evaluations and
barriers to implementation of the interventions.2 Fifteen topics are currently being reviewed, and each
chapter will cover a single topic and include reviews for
10 –20 interventions.2,3 A multidisciplinary team (i.e.,
the chapter development team) coordinates development of each chapter and consists of Task Force
members, a coordinating scientist, and several topic
experts.2 The chapter development team defines the
scope and intent of each chapter and selects a set of
interventions for inclusion in the chapter using predefined criteria.2 To evaluate the effectiveness of the
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intervention, the team conducts a systematic review of
the scientific literature. The systematic review methods
include: identifying the potential links between an
intervention and relevant outcomes, using specific inclusion criteria to search for studies, evaluating effectiveness of the interventions, and evaluating the content and quality of each study.2
Conducting systematic reviews for development of
the Guide involves multiple coordinating scientists and
participants, reviews of interventions in highly variable
topics (e.g., sexual behavior, cancer, motor vehicle
occupant injuries), a range of intervention types (e.g.,
education, environmental change, policy development), and the inclusion of all types of comparative
study designs (e.g., experimental studies with allocated
control groups or observational studies with concurrent
or historical control groups). These features of the
development process have the potential for introducing inconsistency into the Guide. The use of a standardized data collection instrument and procedure is one
way to reduce inconsistencies within and between
chapters.
In this paper we describe the instrument and procedure used to collect and evaluate data from individual
studies of intervention effectiveness, a key step in the
methods used to develop the Guide. The form illustrates
the Task Force’s approach to categorizing information
about study design, content, and quality of the scientific
literature. This approach will be useful to others for the
purposes of reading the scientific literature, writing
scientific manuscripts, designing evaluation studies or
teaching epidemiology and evaluation methods.

Data Collection Instrument
In developing the data collection instrument, we considered its six main purposes:
●

●

●

●

Tracking the article review process. The form collects
information needed to monitor the status of screening, reviewing and summarizing of each article by
multiple reviewers.
Developing tables that summarize the body of evidence. The form captures detailed descriptive data
about the intervention and evaluation; this data is
used to develop summary evidence tables for each
intervention.2,4
Classifying other key characteristics of the intervention and evaluation. Additional descriptive data is
collected to construct a database that will be available
as a resource for intervention planners and researchers.
Assessing the quality of the study’s execution. Reviewers identify and document the threats to validity of
each study due to faulty execution or poor measurement. This information is used as a criterion for
continued inclusion of the study in the body of
evidence for an intervention.2

●

●

Identifying other pertinent information. The form
captures information about the intervention’s applicability in settings and populations other than that
studied by the investigators, economic data about the
intervention, and other positive or negative effects of
the intervention.
Identifying additional studies that should be reviewed. To help ensure that no relevant studies are
left out, reviewers read the bibliographies in each
study they review and list relevant articles for potential inclusion in the review process.

The content of the form was developed by reviewing
methodologies from other systematic reviews (e.g.,
those used by the Cochrane Collaboration); reporting
standards established by major health and social science journals; the evaluation, statistical and meta-analytic literature; and by soliciting expert opinion and
review of draft versions of the form.5–15 Based on this
literature review and the specific needs of the Guide’s
review process, we determined which data elements to
include in the form. During early development of the
form, chapter development team members and others
pilot-tested the form for clarity and reliability of responses between reviewers. The form was revised and
used to develop several chapters. The abstraction form
was further revised based on this early experience, the
initiation of development of chapters in different subject matters, input from reviewers, review by coordinating scientists with training in multiple scientific disciplines, and interviews with coordinating scientists to
identify inconsistency in interpretation of questions.
The revision aimed to clarify ambiguous or confusing
questions, expand instructions and examples to guide
reviewers, improve the format of the form, cross reference questions, and refine the quality of execution
categories.
The abstraction form (see Appendix) is constructed
as a booklet with instructions appearing on the lefthand pages for corresponding questions on the righthand pages. The form is 26 pages in length, including
a cover page with tracking information, the instructions
and the response pages. It contains 26 questions regarding the content of the study, and 23 questions
regarding the quality of execution of the study. Two to
three hours are required to read each paper and
abstract data using the form.
The questions are compiled in three sections: classification information, descriptive information, and quality of execution information. Classification information
is completed by the chapter development team to focus
the reviewer’s evaluation of the study. This first section
includes a study design algorithm that allows each study
to be included in only one study design category (see
Appendix, page 74). The suitability of the study design
for evaluating effectiveness of an intervention is assessed and rated separately (i.e., not using the abstracAm J Prev Med 2000;18(1S)
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tion form itself).2 In addition, intervention components are categorized into major groupings for the
purposes of tracking and searching. Finally, relevant
outcomes to be collected are determined by the chapter development team according to the conceptual
framework for the chapter. These responses are
checked and corrected, if necessary, by the reviewer.
The second section of the form allows the reviewer to
document the methods and results of the study. First,
reviewers are asked to describe the intervention (what,
how, where and to whom); theories supporting the
intervention; the type of organization implementing
the intervention; and any intervention provided to
comparison groups. Second, reviewers are guided
through a series of questions about the characteristics
of the evaluation study itself:
●

●

●
●

the evaluation site, including location, population
density, and setting (if different from implementation of the intervention);
the study population (i.e., sample sizes and method
of selection, assessment of exposure to the intervention, demographic and risk factor information);
any other populations described by the authors that
could be affected by the intervention; and
measurement of outcome in and other characteristics of the study population.

Third, reviewers follow a structured format to report
the study results, including the effect measures, the
data for each intervention and comparison arm reported in the study, software used, analytic methods,
hypothesis testing and study power. Fourth, reviewers
collect information about other key issues reported in
the study that might be of future use to the chapter
development team and references that might meet the
inclusion criteria for the review.
The third section of the abstraction form documents
the reviewer’s judgment about the quality of execution
of the study. Six categories (descriptions, sampling,
measurement, analysis, interpretation of results and
other) assess specific threats to the validity of the study
(Table 1). Because these questions are difficult to
interpret consistently and are prone to be answered
subjectively, the instructions provide explicit decision
rules (e.g., what to consider, what not to consider) and
specific examples of how to answer the question in
various circumstances. Reviewers are asked to provide
an explanation for responses to each question.
Quality of execution is assessed based on the descriptive data collected from the report. To assist reviewers,
the questions in this section of the form refer to the
relevant questions in the first two sections. For example, to determine the adequacy of the study population
sample (see Appendix, Section III, Questions 2A–2D),
the reviewer is referred back to the questions in the
second section of the form that elicit the study popu46

Table 1. Categories of questions that assess potential
threats to the validity of each study, data collection
instrument, Guide to Community Preventive Services
Categories

Potential threats to validity
addressed by the category

Descriptions
Example: Is the intervention
well described?

Bias introduced by failure
to maintain integrity of
the intervention

Sampling
Example: Did the authors
specify the screening criteria
for study eligibility?

Selection bias

Measurement
Example: Were the exposure
and outcome measures
valid and reliable?

Measurement biases
• observer/interviewer
• self-report
• recall
• others
Misclassification bias
• exposure
• outcome

Analysis
Example: Did the authors
conduct an appropriate
analysis by conducting
statistical testing, controlling
for repeated measures, etc.

Analytic biases
• repeated measures
• differential exposure
• design effects
• cross-level bias
• others

Interpretation of results
Example: Did the authors
correct for controllable
confounders?

Attrition bias
Confounding
Secular trends
All others

lation description (see Appendix, Section II, Questions
11–17), sampling method (see Appendix, Section II,
Questions 11A and 11B), and sample size (see Appendix, Section II, Question 11B).
Each type of study design has particular issues that
can influence quality of execution scoring. To evaluate
the quality of studies using different designs, questions
were developed that evaluate a general concept and
instructions provide specific examples to assist the
reviewer. For example, two general questions about
validity and reliability were included to assess potential
problems with outcome measurement (Table 2). For a
randomized trial, failure to blind observers or interviewers would result in a limitation for outcome measure validity. For a paper with a time series design,
blinding would not be considered in assessing validity
of the outcome measure, but other issues relevant to
validity would be considered. For all questions in the
quality of execution section, if the quality issue
relevant to the study design is not reported in the
paper being reviewed, the paper gets a limitation for
that question.
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Table 2. Questions from the data collection instrument, Guide to Community Preventive Services
Were the outcome and other independent (or predictor) variables valid measures of the outcome of interest? The authors
should have reported one or more of the following:
● Clear definition of the outcome variable.
● Measurement of the outcome in different ways. Example: Correlational analysis between measured outcomes to
demonstrate convergent (i.e., 2 or more measures reflect the same underlying process) or divergent validity (i.e., 2 or
more measures reflect different dimensions). An example of the former is that 5 items on self-efficacy correlate highly
with each other; an example of the latter is that self-efficacy measures do not correlate highly with attitude measures.
● Citations or discussion as to why the use of these measures is valid. Example: see above
● Other. Example: If authors fail to blind observers/interviewers to treatment vs. comparison group, when applicable,
the answer to this question should be “no.”
Were the outcome and other independent (or predictor) variables reliable (consistent and reproducible) measures of the
outcome of interest? The authors should have reported one or more of the following:
● Measures of internal consistency. Example: see 3B
● Measures of the outcome in different ways. Example: see 3B and 3C (above).
● Considered consistency of coding scoring or categorization between observers (e.g., inter-rater reliability checks) or
between different outcome measures. Example: percent agreement, Kappa
● Considered how setting and sampling of study population might affect reliability.
● Citations or discussion as to why the use of these measures is reliable. Example: see 3B.
● Other
Response options:

Yes

No

N/A

Related questions

Were the outcome and other independent (or predictor) variables:
Valid?
Reliable (consistent and reproducible)?

e
e

e
e

e
e

I/10
II/8, 9, 10, 18, 20

Data Collection Procedures
Data is collected from each study by two independent
reviewers. If the reviewers report different information
for a question, the chapter development team reconciles the two reviews. Members of the chapter development team, graduates of Masters of Public Health
degree programs, doctoral candidates and physicians in
preventive medicine training programs serve as reviewers. Selection of reviewers is based on experience in
content areas, experience in conducting evidencebased reviews and expertise in research design and
methodology. Training is conducted in three phases.
First, background information is provided on the Guide
development process and methodology; a sample study
with a completed form and summary evidence table is
included. Second, each applicant is asked to assess a
study that has been previously reviewed by the chapter
development team. This initial review is then discussed
in detail with the applicant, with additional instruction
for interpreting questions provided by the coordinating
scientist. Third, the selected applicants review groups
of papers on related interventions with continuing
feedback provided by the chapter development team.

Discussion
Systematic reviews of four topics (tobacco use, physical
activity, motor vehicle occupant injury and vaccine
preventable diseases) in the Guide have been conducted
using the data collection instrument and procedures.
Over 400 papers with designs as varied as randomized
controlled trials, time series studies and cross-sectional

studies have been reviewed by more than 40 reviewers,
all of whom have provided feedback and suggestions
for improving the instructions and format of the form.
The development of a standardized abstraction form
for the series of systematic reviews as wide ranging as
those included in the Guide presented two major challenges. We sought to develop a form with enough
flexibility to allow the evaluation of papers with different study designs and intervention types. We were
concerned that questions and instructions that are too
directive and specific would lack the flexibility necessary to address relevant questions for different subject
areas and study designs. However, we needed to balance flexibility with the risk of losing specificity in how
questions are asked, potentially compromising interrater and interchapter reliability. We also had to balance
the need for simplicity and brevity of the form with the
need for detailed information.
We attempted to balance these issues through an
iterative process of designing questions and instructions, using those to review papers in different subject
areas and with different study designs, assessing the
responses in the review of papers, eliciting feedback
from reviewers and revising the questions and instructions. In addition, the actual use of data from each
question on the form was compared to its proposed
use; questions were removed from the form if they did
not provide material that was included in evidence
tables, information necessary to assess the quality of the
study’s execution, ancillary information for use in development of the chapter or material that will be
included in the Guide database.
Am J Prev Med 2000;18(1S)
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The abstraction form provides the basis for drawing
conclusions about individual studies. In any systematic
review process, the individual studies serve as the data
points for resolving research questions. The review and
evaluation of each study is a qualitative analysis in and
of itself. Decisions on what to abstract and how to
summarize are all analytic choices that influence what
conclusions are drawn on the execution of the study
and its effectiveness.16 Validity and reliability of the
abstraction form are crucial to confidence in the results
of the reviews.
The face and content validity of the form are
strengthened by the method of its development: the
form was modeled on previous similar documents, and
was reviewed and revised in an iterative process that
included expert review, checks on consistency of interpretation and coding, and examination of products
resulting from the reviews (e.g., evidence tables and
recommendations). In addition, the content of the
form was compared to that in similar instruments used
in other efforts and quality criteria used by various
journals to evaluate papers for publication. This validation process focused on clarity, completeness, and
relevance of the questions on the form to key concepts
addressed in each section. Future versions of the form
will be based on continued review of the validity of the
form. For example, a remaining research question is
how the rating of each quality category (i.e., Part III of
the form) influences the assessment of a body of
evidence on effectiveness of the intervention and resulting recommendations.
In addition to assessing the validity of the form, the
reliability of responses between reviewers was assessed
on early versions of the form.a Special attention was
paid to questions with lower reliability during revision
of the form. Although this analysis has not been repeated for the final version of the form, the improvements to the instructions and formatting of the form
should improve inter-rater reliability.
In addition to improving the validity and reliability of
reviews for the Guide, this standardized abstraction
form provides a structured format that researchers and
other readers of the scientific literature can use to
review the content and quality of papers, conduct other
evidence-based reviews, or develop manuscripts for
submission to peer-reviewed journals. Improving the
public health literature and evaluation methodology is
a goal of the Task Force. To promote such improvea

Reliability between abstractors reviewing the same paper was
assessed for individual questions for two chapters: motor vehicle
occupant injuries and vaccine preventable diseases. Percent agreement between abstractors for descriptive questions ranged from
34.5% to 96.7% (median ⫽ 75.0%). Percent agreement between
abstractors for quality of execution questions ranged from 65.2% to
85.6% (median ⫽ 79.5%).
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ment, the form was developed within the public domain and can be copied and used freely. An electronic
version of the form is available on the internet at
http://web.health.gov/communityguide or at http://
www.elsevier.com/locate/ajpmonline or by contacting
the author.
The authors gratefully acknowledge David Atkins, MD, MPH
(Agency for Health Care Policy Research); Donna Higgins,
PhD (CDC); David McQueen, PhD (CDC); Mike Stoto, PhD
(George Washington University); and Steven Woolf, MD,
MPH (Medical College of Virginia) for their helpful reviews,
comments and suggestions for improvements to the data
collection instrument.
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